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Seen from the Window

(No! this title belongs to Colette. – I write: ‘Seen from my
windows, overlooking a junction in Paris, therefore overlooking
the road.’)17
Noise. Noises. Murmurs. When lives are lived and hence mixed
together, they distinguish themselves badly from one another.
Noise, chaotic, has no rhythm. However, the attentive ear begins
to separate out, to distinguish the sources, to bring them back
together by perceiving interactions. If we cease to listen to sounds
and noises and instead listen to our bodies (the importance of
which cannot be stressed too greatly), we normally grasp (hear,
understand) neither the rhythms nor their associations, which
nonetheless constitute us. It is only in suffering that a particular
rhythm breaks apart, modiﬁed by illness. The analysis comes
closer to pathology than habitual arrhythmia.
In order to grasp and analyse rhythms, it is necessary to get
outside them, but not completely: be it through illness or a technique. A certain exteriority enables the analytic intellect to
function. However, to grasp a rhythm it is necessary to have been
grasped by it; one must let oneself go, give oneself over, abandon
oneself to its duration. Like in music and the learning of a
language (in which one only really understands the meanings and
connections when one comes to produce them, which is to say, to
produce spoken rhythms).
In order to grasp this ﬂeeting object, which is not exactly an
object, it is therefore necessary to situate oneself simultaneously
inside and outside. A balcony does the job admirably, in relation
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to the street, and it is to this putting into perspective (of the
street) that we owe the marvellous invention of balconies, and
that of the terrace from which one dominates the road and
passers-by. In the absence of which you could content yourself
with a window, on the condition that it does not overlook a
sombre corner or a gloomy internal courtyard. Or a perennially
deserted lawn.
From the window opening onto rue R. facing the famous
P. Centre, there is no need to lean much to see into the distance.18
To the right, the palace-centre P., the Forum, up as far as the
(central) Bank of France. To the left up as far as the Archives.
Perpendicular to this direction, the Hôtel de Ville and, on the
other side, the Arts et Métiers. The whole of Paris, ancient and
modern, traditional and creative, active and lazy.
He who walks down the street, over there, is immersed in the
multiplicity of noises, murmurs, rhythms (including those of the
body, but does he pay attention, except at the moment of crossing
the street, when he has to calculate roughly the number of his
steps?). By contrast, from the window, the noises distinguish
themselves, the ﬂows separate out, rhythms respond to one
another. Towards the right, below, a trafﬁc light. On red, cars at a
standstill, the pedestrians cross, feeble murmurings, footsteps,
confused voices. One does not chatter while crossing a dangerous
junction under the threat of wild cats and elephants ready to
charge forward, taxis, buses, lorries, various cars. Hence the
relative silence in this crowd. A kind of soft murmuring, sometimes a cry, a call.
Therefore the people produce completely different noises
when the cars stop: feet and words. From right to left and back
again. And on the pavements along the perpendicular street. At
the green light, steps and words stop. A second of silence and then
it’s the rush, the starting up of tens of cars, the rhythms of the old
bangers speeding up as quickly as possible. At some risk: passersby to the left, buses cutting across, other vehicles. Whereby a
slowing down and restart (stage one: starting up – stage two:
slowing down for the turn – stage three: brutal restart, foot down,
top speed, excluding trafﬁc jams . . . ). The harmony between what
one sees and what one hears (from the window) is remarkable.
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Strict concordance. Perhaps because the other side of the road is
taken up by the immense shopping centre, nicknamed Beaubourg
after the name that immortalised a president. On this side, people
walking back and forth, numerous and in silence, tourists and
those from the outskirts, a mix of young and old, alone and in
couples, but no cars alongside culture. After the red light, all of a
sudden it’s the bellowing charge of wild cats, big or small, monstrous lorries turning towards Bastille, the majority of small
vehicles hurtling towards the Hôtel de Ville. The noise grows,
grows in intensity and strength, at its peak becomes unbearable,
though quite well borne by the stench of fumes. Then stop. Let’s
do it again, with more pedestrians. Two-minute intervals. Amidst
the fury of the cars, the pedestrians cluster together, a clot here, a
lump over there; grey dominates, with multicoloured ﬂecks, and
these heaps break apart for the race ahead. Sometimes, the old
cars stall in the middle of the road and the pedestrians move
around them like waves around a rock, though not without condemning the drivers of the badly placed vehicles with withering
looks. Hard rhythms: alternations of silence and outburst, time
both broken and accentuated, striking he who takes to listening
from his window, which astonishes him more than the disparate
movements of the crowds.
Disparate crowds, yes, tourists from faraway countries, Finland,
Sweden, Portugal, whose cars but with difﬁculty ﬁnd places to
park, shoppers come from afar, wholesalers, lovers of art or novelties, people from the outskirts who stream in between the
so-called peak hours, in such a way that everybody, the world, is
always there around the huge metallic trinkets; boys and girls
often go forth hand in hand, as if to support each other in this test
of modernity, in the exploration of these meteorites fallen on old
Paris, come from a planet several centuries ahead of our own, and
on top of that a complete failure on the market! . . . Many among
these young people walk, walk, without a break, do the tour of the
sights, of Beaubourg, of the Forum: one sees them again and
again, grouped or solitary; they walk indefatigably, chewing on
gum or a sandwich. They only stop to stretch themselves out,
no doubt exhausted, on the square itself, in the arcades of the
Chiraqian Forum, or on the steps of the Fountain of the Innocent,
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which now serves only this purpose. The noise that pierces the ear
comes not from passers-by, but from the engines pushed to the
limit when starting up. No ear, no piece of apparatus could grasp
this whole, this ﬂux of metallic and carnal bodies. In order to
grasp the rhythms, a bit of time, a sort of meditation on time, the
city, people, is required.
Other, less lively, slower rhythms superimpose themselves on
this inexorable rhythm, which hardly dies down at night: children
leaving for school, some very noisy, even piercing screams of
morning recognition. Then towards half past nine it’s the arrival
of the shoppers, followed shortly by the tourists, in accordance,
with exceptions (storms or advertising promotions), with a
timetable that is almost always the same; the ﬂows and conglomerations succeed one another: they get fatter or thinner but
always agglomerate at the corners in order subsequently to clear
a path, tangle and disentangle themselves amongst the cars.
These last rhythms (schoolchildren, shoppers, tourists) would
be more cyclical, of large and simple intervals, at the heart of
livelier, alternating rhythms, at brief intervals, cars, regulars,
employees, bistro clients. The interaction of diverse, repetitive
and different rhythms animates, as one says, the street and the
neighbourhood. The linear, which is to say, in short, succession,
consists of journeys to and fro: it combines with the cyclical, the
movements of long intervals. The cyclical is social organisation
manifesting itself. The linear is the daily grind, the routine, therefore the perpetual, made up of chance and encounters.
The night does not interrupt the diurnal rhythms but modiﬁes
them, and above all slows them down. However, even at three or
four o’clock in the morning, there are always a few cars at the red
light. Sometimes one of them, whose driver is coming back from
a late night, goes straight through it. Other times, there is no-one
at the lights, with their alternating ﬂashes (red, amber, green), and
the signal continues to function in the void, a despairing social
mechanism marching inexorably through the desert, before the
façades that dramatically proclaim their vocation as ruins.
Should a window suddenly light up, or on the contrary go dark,
the solitary dreamer might ask himself – in vain – if it concerns a
scene of illness or of love, if it is the movement [geste] of a child
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who gets up too early or of an insomniac. Never does a head, a
face appear in the dozens and dozens of windows. Except if there
is something going on in the street, an explosion, a ﬁre engine that
hurtles without stopping towards a call for help. In short, arrhythmia reigns, except for rare moments and circumstances.
From my window overlooking courtyards and gardens, the view
and the supply of space are very different. Overlooking the
gardens, the differences between habitual (daily, therefore linked
to night and day) rhythms blur; they seem to disappear into a
sculptural immobility. Except, of course, the sun and the shadows,
the well lit and the gloomy corners, quite cursory contrasts. But
look at those trees, those lawns and those groves. To your eyes
they situate themselves in a permanence, in a spatial simultaneity,
in a coexistence. But look harder and longer. This simultaneity, up
to a certain point, is only apparent: a surface, a spectacle. Go
deeper, dig beneath the surface, listen attentively instead of
simply looking, of reﬂecting the effects of a mirror. You thus
perceive that each plant, each tree, has its rhythm, made up of
several: the trees, the ﬂowers, the seeds and fruits, each have their
time. The plum tree? The ﬂowers were born in the spring, before
the leaves, the tree was white before turning green. But on this
cherry tree, on the other hand, there are ﬂowers that opened
before the leaves, which will survive the fruits and fall late in the
autumn and not all at once. Continue and you will see this garden
and the objects (which are in no way things) polyrhythmically,
or if you prefer symphonically. In place of a collection of ﬁxed
things, you will follow each being, each body, as having its own
time above the whole. Each one therefore having its place, its
rhythm, with its recent past, a foreseeable and a distant future.
Are the simultaneous and the immobile deceptive? Are the
synchronous, the background and the spectacle abusive? No and
yes. No: they constitute, they are, the present. Modernity curiously
enlarged, deepened and at the same time dilapidated the present.
The quasi-suppression of distances and waiting periods (by the
media) ampliﬁes the present, but these media give only reﬂections and shadows. You attend the incessant fêtes or massacres,
you see the dead bodies, you contemplate the explosions; missiles
are ﬁred before your eyes. You are there! . . . but no, you are not
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there; your present is composed of simulacra; the image before
you simulates the real, drives it out, is not there, and the simulation of the drama, the moment, has nothing dramatic about it,
except in the verbal.
Would it be the feeling of the spectacle that appears spectacular, that the open window overlooking one of the liveliest streets
in Paris shows? To attribute this slightly pejorative character to
this vision (as the dominant trait) would be unjust and would
bypass the real, that is to say, its meaning. The characteristic traits
are truly temporal and rhythmic, not visual. To release and listen
to rhythms demands attention and a certain time. In other words,
it serves only as a glimpse for entering into the murmur, noises,
cries.19 The classic term in philosophy, ‘the object’, is not appropriate to rhythm. ‘Objective’? Yes, but exceeding the narrow
framework of objectivity, by bringing to it a multiplicity of
(sensorial and signiﬁcant) meanings.20
The succession of alternations, of differential repetitions,
suggests that there is somewhere in this present an order, which
comes from elsewhere. Which reveals itself. Where? In the monuments, the palaces, from the Archives to the Bank of France,
meteorites fallen from another planet into the popular centre, for
so long abandoned, the Cour des Miracles, a place of rogues.
Therefore, beside the present, a sort of presence–absence, badly
localised and strong: the State, which is not seen from the window,
but which looms over this present, the omnipresent State.
Just as beyond the horizon, other horizons loom without being
present, so beyond the sensible and visible order, which reveals
political power, other orders suggest themselves: a logic, a
division of labour, leisure activities are also produced (and productive), although they are proclaimed free and even ‘free time’.
Isn’t this freedom also a product?
Secret objects also speak, in their own way, sending out a
message. The Palace screams, yells, louder than the cars. It
screams, ‘Down with the past! Long live the modern! Down with
history, I’ve swallowed it, digested it and brought it back up
[restituée] . . .’. It has as perpetual witness and proof the cop at the
junction, Law and Order, and if someone goes too far, he knows
he will be arrested, whistled at, trapped, in such a way that the
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solitary cop induces the discourse of Order, more and better than
the façades of the Square and the junction. Unless he also induces
an anarchistic discourse, for he is always there, and of little use;
the fear of an accident maintains the order of the junctions more
efﬁciently than the police. Whose presence arouses no protestation anyway, everyone knowing its uselessness in advance.
Could it be that the lessons of the street are exhausted,
outdated, and likewise the teachings of the window? Certainly
not. They perpetuate themselves by renewing themselves. The
window overlooking the street is not a mental place, where the
inner gaze follows abstract perspectives: a practical space, private
and concrete, the window offers views that are more than spectacles; mentally prolonged spaces. In such a way that the
implication in the spectacle entails the explication of this spectacle. Familiarity preserves it; it disappears and is reborn, with the
everydayness of both the inside and the outside world. Opacity
and horizons, obstacles and perspectives implicate one another
because they complicate one another, imbricate one another to
the point of allowing the Unknown, the giant city, to be glimpsed
or guessed at. With its diverse spaces affected by diverse times:
rhythms.
Once the interactions are determined, the analysis continues. Is
there a hierarchy in this tangled mess, this scaffolding? A determining rhythm? A primordial and coordinating aspect?
The window suggests several hypotheses, which wandering and
the street will conﬁrm or invalidate. Wouldn’t the bodies (human,
living, plus those of a few dogs) that move about down there, in
the car-wrecked swarming whole, impose a law? Which one? An
order of grandeur. The windows, doors, streets and façades are
measured in proportion to human size. The hands that move
about, the limbs, do not amount to signs, even though they throw
out multiple messages. But is there a relation between these
physical ﬂows of movements and gestures and the culture that
shows itself (and yells) in the enormous murmur of the junction?
The little bistros on the rue R., the boutiques, are on a human
scale, like the passers-by. Opposite, the constructions wanted to
transcend this scale, to leave known dimensions and also all
models past and possible behind; leading to the exhibition of
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metal and frozen guts, in the form of solidiﬁed piping, and the
harshest reﬂections. And it’s a meteorite fallen from another
planet, where technocracy reigns untrammelled.
Absurd? Or super-rational? What do these strange contrasts
say? What does the proximity between a certain archaism
attached to history and the exhibited supra-modernity whisper?
Has it a secret – or secrets? Does the State-political order write
across this scene, with the signature of the author? Without
doubt, but the time and the age that inscribe themselves in the
performance of this spectacle, that give it meaning, should not be
forgotten. And why the rue de la Truanderie and the passage des
Ménestriers,21 preserved throughout the upheavals?
The essential? The determining factor? Money. But money no
longer renders itself sensible as such, even on the façade of the
bank. This centre of Paris bears the imprint of what it hides, but it
hides it. Money passes through circulation. Not long ago, this
capital centre retained something of the provincial, of the mediaeval: historic and crumbling. So many discussions and projects
for these predestined or abandoned places! One such amiable
and charming project – very 18th century – authored by Ricardo
Boﬁll – was set aside after its adoption.22 Another such project,
which made the centre of Paris the administrative centre (for the
ministries) of the country, seduced, it would appear, the Chief; his
disappearance entailed that of the project. And a compromise
between the powers – the State, money, culture – was attempted.
Windows for all products, including intellectual ones, correcting
the drabness with images most belle époque.
How is it that people (as one says, since certain phrases like ‘the
people’ and ‘workers’ have lost some of their prestige) accept this
display? That they come in crowds, in perpetual ﬂows? In such a
way that the rhythms of their passing weaken or are reinforced,
but link up with and follow on from one another, and never disappear (even at night!).
What is it that attracts them to this extent? Do they come
simply to see? But what? The big building that was conceived not
in order to be seen, but in order to give sight? Yet, we come to see
it, and we cast a distracted eye over that which it exposes. We go
around this void [ce vide], which ﬁlls itself up with things and
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people in order to empty itself [se vider], and so on. Wouldn’t
these people come above all to see and meet one another? Would
this crowd unconsciously give itself the consciousness of a crowd?
The window replies. First, the spectacle of the junction and the
perpendicular streets which, not long ago, formed a neighbourhood of the city, peopled by a sort of native, with many artisans
and small shopkeepers. In short, people of the neighbourhood.
Those who remain live under the roofs, in the attics, with Chinese
or Arabic neighbours. Production has left these places, even those
businesses that require storage depots, warehouses, stocks and
vast ofﬁces. Nothing to say about these most well-known facts
other than their consequences. For example: the crowds, the
masses on the square at Beaubourg, around mediaeval SaintMerri, or on the Place des Innocents, of which it would be too easy
to say that it has lost all its innocence. The squares have re-found
their ancient function, for a long time imperilled, of gathering, of
setting the scene and staging spontaneous popular theatre.
Here on the square, between Saint-Merri and Modernism
erupts a mediaeval-looking festival: ﬁre-eaters, jugglers, snake
charmers, but also preachers and sit-in discussions. Openness and
adventure next to dogmatic armour-plating. All possible games,
material and spiritual. Impossible to classify, to count. Without
doubt many deviant wanderers that seek, knowing not what for –
themselves! But many who seek only to forget, neither town nor
country, but their own corners. And for hours and hours they
walk, ﬁnd themselves back at the junctions, circle the places that
are closed and enclosed. They almost never stop, eating some
hot-dog or other as they walk (rapid Americanisation). On the
square, they occasionally stop walking, staring straight ahead of
them; they no longer know what to do. Watching, half-listening to
those pitching their wares, then taking up again their unrelenting
march.
There on the square, there is something maritime about the
rhythms. Currents traverse the masses. Streams break off, which
bring or take away new participants. Some of them go towards the
jaws of the monster, which gobbles them down in order quite
quickly to throw them back up. The tide invades the immense
square, then withdraws: ﬂux and reﬂux. The agitation and the
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noise are so great that the residents have complained. The fateful
hour: ten o’clock in the evening, noises forbidden: so the crowd
becomes silent, calm but more melancholy; oh fatal ten o’clock at
night! The spectacle and murmur disappeared, sadness remains.
With these places are we in the everyday or the extraeveryday? Well, the one doesn’t prevent the other and the
pseudo-fête emerges only apparently from the everyday. The
former prolongs the latter by other means, with a perfected
organisation that reunites everything – advertising, culture, arts,
games, propaganda, rules of work, urban life . . . And the police
keep vigil, watch over.
Rhythms. Rhythms. They reveal and they hide. Much more
diverse than in music, or the so-called civil code of successions,
relatively simple texts in relation to the City. Rhythms: the music
of the City, a scene that listens to itself, an image in the present of
a discontinuous sum. Rhythms perceived from the invisible
window, pierced into the wall of the façade . . . But next to the
other windows, it is also within a rhythm that escapes it . . .
No camera, no image or series of images can show these
rhythms. It requires equally attentive eyes and ears, a head and a
memory and a heart. A memory? Yes, in order to grasp this
present otherwise than in an instantaneous moment, to restore it
in its moments, in the movement of diverse rhythms. The recollection of other moments and of all hours is indispensable, not as
a simple point of reference, but in order not to isolate this present
and in order to live it in all its diversity, made up of subjects and
objects, subjective states and objective ﬁgures. Here the old philosophical question (of subject, object and their relations) is found
posed in non-speculative terms, close to practice. The observer in
the window knows that he takes his time as ﬁrst reference, but
that the ﬁrst impression displaces itself and includes the most
diverse rhythms, on the condition that they remain to scale. The
passage from subject to object requires neither a leap over an
abyss, nor the crossing of a desert. Rhythms always need a reference; the initial moment persists through other perceived givens.
The philosophical tradition has raised half-real, half-ﬁctitious,
problems that are badly resolved by remaining within speculative
ambiguity. Observation [le regard] and meditation follow the lines
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of force that come from the past, from the present and from the
possible, and which rejoin one another in the observer, simultaneously centre and periphery.
Here as elsewhere, opposites re-ﬁnd each other, recognise one
other, in a reality that is at the same time more real and more
ideal, more complicated than its elements that are already
accounted for. This clariﬁes and actualises the concept of dialectical thought that does not cease to ﬁll these pages with so many
questions and but a few answers!

5

The Media Day

What do these words mean? Do they speak of a day occupied by
the media? Or of a day such as the media presents it? Both of
these, because the one does not exclude the other.
The media occupies days: it makes them; it speaks of them.
The term day can be deceiving: it excludes night, it would seem.
Yet night is a part of the media day. It speaks, it emotes,25 at night
as in the day. Without respite! One catches waves: nocturnal
voices, voices that are close to us, but also other voices (or
images) that come from afar, from the devil, from sunny or cold
and misty places. So many voices! Who can hold back the ﬂows,
the currents, the tides (or swamps) that break over the world,
pieces of information and disinformation, more or less wellfounded analyses (under the sign of coded information),
publications, messages – cryptic or otherwise. You can go
without sleep, or doze off . . .
The media day never ends, it has neither beginning nor end.
Can you imagine this ﬂow that covers the globe, not excluding the
oceans and deserts? Is it immobile? It has a meaning: time. A
meaning, really? At any given hour, your instrument can ﬁsh for
a catch, a prey, in this uninterrupted ﬂow of words, in the unfurling of messages. Generally ﬂotsam, with luck a monster: an order,
a prayer. Communication? Information? Without doubt, but how
can we separate that which has value from that which has none:
know it from ideology, the absurd from meaning? But that has
not the least importance, except for curious, paradoxical spirits,
who stay awake and watch indeﬁnitely. The important: that time
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is – or appears – occupied. By empty words, by mute images, by
the present without presence.
We must ceaselessly come back to this distinction (opposition)
between presence and the present: it takes a long time to prepare
the trial (process) [procès (processus)]. The already marked difference links back to the philosophical and socio-political critique
of the image, of mediation (mediatisation),26 of time, of all representation. The present simulates presence and introduces
simulation (the simulacrum) into social practice. The present
(representation) furnishes and occupies time, simulating and dissimulating the living. Imagery has replaced in the modern the
sacralisation of time and its occupation by rites and solemnised
gestures; it succeeds in fabricating, introducing and making
accepted the everyday. A skilfully utilised and technicised form of
mythiﬁcation (simpliﬁcation), it resembles the real and presence
as a photo of photographed people: it resembles but it has neither
depth, nor breadth, nor ﬂesh.27 Yet the image, as the present, takes
care of ideology: it contains it and masks it. Presence is here (and
not up there or over there). With presence there is dialogue, the
use of time, speech and action. With the present, which is there,
there is only exchange and the acceptance of exchange, of the
displacement (of the self and the other) by a product, by a
simulacrum. The present is a fact and an effect of commerce;
while presence situates itself in the poetic: value, creation, situation in the world and not only in the relations of exchange.
Continuous and continual, the media day fragments. As a
result, at every moment, there is a choice. You can leave the TV
or radio on and go about your business, distractedly following the
ocular and verbal chatter. Just by having a modern television or
radio, you can hear and/or see images and receive messages from
afar, by pressing a button or turning a dial. And beyond the
mountains and seas. Sometimes, you come across an image in an
unknown language; you can abandon yourself to reverie. More
often, you happen to tune into local radio and so you learn a
whole load of stuff that you already knew: market-day in the
neighbouring village, who won the cycling race, etc., therefore an
extremely concrete and close universe.
In truth, if one dares say it, the listeners to this form (informa-
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tion) would know what one does not want to know: how people
live, that of which the everyday consists. One of several contradictions: the form of communication eludes the content that it so
badly needs for a social existence; and nonetheless it works!
Tide or swamp [marée ou marécage]? The one does not
preclude the other when the media is involved. What you have
captured is not just a little rhythm (of images and/or words) in the
everyday. And here we are in the heart of paradox: the media
enter into the everyday; even more: they contribute to producing
it. However, they do not speak of it. They content themselves with
illusions. Therefore they do not say what there is. They do not discourse on their inﬂuence. They mask their action: the effacement
of the immediate and of presence – the difference between
presence and the present – to the proﬁt of the latter. You want
presence? Turn to literature or the church . . .
Ignorance? Intentional misunderstanding? Here again the one
does not preclude the other. But how do you want the men of representation to represent to themselves the leap from presence to
representation? They accomplish it, but only a few lucid people
(who suffer because of it) know what it is necessary to know: how
to occupy time – by displacing the vital interest.
Producers of the commodity information know empirically
how to utilise rhythms. They have cut up time; they have broken
it up into hourly slices. The output (rhythm) changes according to
intention and the hour. Lively, light-hearted, in order to inform
you and entertain you when you are preparing yourself for work:
the morning. Soft and tender for the return from work, times of
relaxation, the evening and Sunday. Without affectation, but with
a certain force during off-peak times, for those who do not work
or those who no longer work. Thus the media day unfolds,
polyrhythmically.
Mediatisation tends not only to efface the immediate and its
unfolding, therefore beyond the present, presence. It tends to
efface dialogue. It makes the other, the sensible, present, while the
subject remains completely passive. The subject says nothing, has
nothing to say. If it objects, if it falls silent; it comes into conﬂict
with itself, with no other result than to contest one of the rhythms
of the world and its own existence.
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Dialogue is reduced to dispute. Language becomes ‘soliloquy’:
that of the speaker who discourses alone, for the masses whom he
does not see, but who see him . . .
With regard to Hölderlin and poetry, Heidegger wrote: ‘the
being of man is grounded in language, but this happens as authentic primarily in dialogue [ . . . ]. We are a dialogue [ . . . ]. Dialogue
and its unity underlie our Dasein . . .’.28 The philosopher speaks of
dialogue, not of communication.
This point merits a pause. Communication certainly exists, has
become ﬂuent, instantaneous, banal and superﬁcial – not touching
the everyday, the kernel of banality become product and commodity, an insipid ﬂow ﬂooding the age. Communication devalues
dialogue to the point of its being forgotten. It’s serious. Is that a
reason to attribute ontological privilege to dialogue? Dialogues
are certainly intense moments of communication: a privileged use
of the medium of exchange that is language. Doesn’t language
emanate from dialogue? Isn’t that to confuse theory with
practice? The genesis of languages is tied to societies, to their
histories, and not to dramatised moments of the employment of
words. It is only too true that in modernity, the informational
stocks up on itself, trades itself, sells itself; that it destroys dialogues; that it has an indirect relation to experiential knowledge
[le connaître] and a direct relation to a vaguely institutional
theoretical knowledge [le savoir]; in such a way that the critique of
the informational, of the media (of mediatised life) constitutes a
part of experiential knowledge [connaissance]. It does not follow
from this that the right to information can be set apart from
citizenship: necessary though not sufﬁcient.
Restoring the value of dialogue (dialogue as value) from the
everyday to poetry (and to philosophy) does not oblige us to
devalue the informational: to deny it social and historical reality.
Dialogue does not go beyond two parties. Those dialogues
traditionally known under the title of ‘Platonic’ stage and set in
motion several characters, protagonists or secondary ﬁgures; the
intense moments are attributed to Socrates and an interlocutor.
In everyday life, it more often happens that there are at least
three parties: including the (virtual) child, the cat, the dog, the
parent, the friend, the neighbour, etc. One island with two char-
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acters? This representation leads us to recall the amusing account
of Adam and Eve, rather than the metaphysical interventions of
Martin Heidegger, who furthermore rightly takes account of
interior dialogue: the I with the Self, the Self with the Other.
However, the philosopher attaches himself to a single philosophical tradition. Without breaking with it. This leads him to attribute
the ontological privilege (being) to any given dramatic situation,
from birth to death.
It is necessary to come to an agreement over the expression:
the mediatised everyday. More complex than it appears, which is
to say more contradictory, it says that the everyday is simultaneously the prey of the media, used, misunderstood, simultaneously
fashioned and ignored by these means that make the apparatuses.
This enables us to note that everyday time is above all composed
of weak times, but also consists of strong times: dialogues (including dialogues with oneself, when one puts oneself in the presence
of oneself, and when ‘one’ asks oneself: ‘so, what did you make of
this day, of this time, of your life? . . .’ Which is not at all repetitive). The repetitive monotony of the everyday, rhythmed by the
(mediatised) media need not bring about the forgetting of the
exceptional. Although the worst banality covers itself in this publicity label: ‘Here is the exceptional’. Whence malaises and
questionings to untangle, each one having its own task each day
in the hotchpotch of the privatised and the public, the bizarre and
the unusual, the media and the immediate (which is to say the
lived in the everyday).

